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Mobility is 
everything!
Progress and dynamics at the iAA  
in Frankfurt – with eyevis’ sensational 
visualization solutions. 

Additionally in this edition:

The control center  
of Zürich‘s water supply

 

Professional eyevis technology  
guarantees highest security. 
More on page 10

)   BAdEn-WürTTEMBErgs  
grEAT Minds: 
ThE BrighT idEAs oF  
roBErT Bosch 
 
2011 was the 150th anniversary of  
the genius inventor‘s birthday. His  
ideas and what became of it, have 
taken effect until today. 
More on page 4

)    dEsign, ATMosPhErE And 
AcousTics in onE ProducT 
EyEvis sound sTElEs 
 
Entertainment and information in 
sound and vision – eyevis Sound Steles 
with the technology of Xono Elements 
are a device category for itself. Flexibly 
and versatilely applicable. 
More on page 6



Dear customers,  
dear friends and  
co-workers of eyevis,

an eventful year comes to 
an end. For eyevis it was a 
year which can unrestrictedly 
be described as interesting, 
exciting and successful. 

It was interesting because 
we were able to take with us 
many expert opinions and 
impressions from the trade fairs 
that we participated in with 
well-known and new products. 
It was exciting because we 
were able to set standards 

with several completely new developments in a highly competitive 
market and it was successful because through our daily work and the 
consequent pursuit of our goals we were able to further improve the 
market position of eyevis. 
 
Not least the increase in sales that we were able to achieve in the last 
few years shows that we are on the right path. This success is due 
to every single colleague – for this reason I want to thank all of you 
personally. 

I hope you had relaxing Christmas holidays and could recharge your 
batteries. I wish all of us a good start into the year 2012.

Your Michael Schuster
CEO eyevis GmbH

) EyEvision 04/2011–2012

) EyEvis in sociAl nETWorks

Constantly updated information about our projects and products, 
with many photos and the opportunity to share your experiences 
with other interested people are available at  twitter.com/eyevis  
or at facebook under www.facebook.com/eyevis and at:  
www.linkedin.com/companies/eyevis

On our website you can find exact descriptions about all products 
and the corresponding brochures to download for free and product 
videos for your information:  
www.eyevis.deHA
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) EyEvis inTErnAl

Shortly illuminatedshortly illuminated

n From projection cubes to multitouch 
devices: A cooperation project between 
eyevis and the virtual Reality Laboratory 
of Reutlingen University.
For a year now this research cooperation 
between eyevis and the Virtual Reality 
Laboratory (VRLab) of Reutlingen Univer-
sities master students in media and com-
munication informatics exists. The course 
of study combines software know-how 
with the creation of media and interactive 
contents – necessary prerequisites for the 
development of software systems and new 
technologies. 

In the Virtual Reality Labora-
tory master students study 
and develop solutions 
in the area of virtual sur-
roundings and innovative 
interaction possibilities 
between humans and 
machines. In the year 2010 
eyevis provided a projection 
cube for research matters that 
was through low-cost components 
developed to a multi touch device by the 
students. For the implementation of multi 
touch functionality Rear Diffused Illuminati-
on was used. In the interior of the projector 
Infrared(IR)-LEDs illuminate the projection 
area homogeneously. 

Touches in the area are registered through 
the finger‘s diffusely reflected infrared light 
by a camera with IR-bandpassfilter. These 
points are by computer vision software 
converted to the coordinates of the points 
of contact and transmitted to a software 
that is able to receive multitouch signals.
  
Through the developing work of the 
students and the cooperation with eyevis, 
the new multi touch system meanwhile 
runs stable. Native multi touch applications 
or the operating system Windows 7 can 

already be controlled through 
touches and gestures.

eyevis gains important 
insights in the appliance 
and operation possi-
bilities of touch based 
devices. The result of 

scientific studies and 
user tests of the students 

directly contribute to the 
development of eyevis touch 

hardware. You can find further infor-
mation about the Virtual Reality Laboratory 
on the project website:  
http://vrlab.reutlingen-university.de

... in the Virtual  
Reality Laboratory

EyEvis dEvEloPMEnT cooPErATion

it’s time to talk about a Person, who 
doesn’t appear at eyevis in daily life, 
but whose positive aura is somehow 
always apparent.
Because since the foundation of the com-
pany, Mrs. Ursula Schuster, mother of 
Michael Schuster, one of the founding 
members, is the good spirit of the house. 

Many employees who knew the company 
when it was much smaller and at the old 
location will remember Mrs. Schuster brin-
ging lunch for the whole crew. “So they 
can continue working with fresh energy.” 

And still her various cakes that she bakes 
after her own worked out recipes, are 
popular among everybody. 

Often the today 69 year old, cosmopolitan 
and in everything interested woman can 
be seen at games of the Walter Tigers,  
a local Basketball Team. Which isn’t surpri-
sing because eyevis is one of the sponsors 
of the Tübingen Basketball Team and  
Mrs. Schuster has a lot of sympathy for the 
likable team.

EyEvis PEoPlE

designing the 
future...
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robert Bosch, 
the man of 
bright ideas

) EyEvis rEgionAl – grEAT Minds And ouTsTAnding dEvEloPMEnTs

n For more than a century, the name 
of Bosch has been connected to trend-
setting technology and sensational 
inventions that made history. Robert 
Bosch founded the enterprise in 
the year 1886 as “workshop for fine 
mechanics and electrotechnology” in 
stuttgart.  
Robert Bosch was born 1861 as the 
eleventh of twelve children in Albeck near 
Ulm. His father, higher educated than his 
stand would imply, placed great emphasis 
on a good education of his children. So 
Robert Bosch was able to attend the 
secondary school in Ulm from 1869 to 
1876 and to do an apprenticeship as a 
mechanic. He ended the one year volun-
teer service in the Württemberg military 
Pioneer-Bataillon No. 13 as seargeant  
and rejected the offered career as an  
army officer. 

Afterwards Bosch spent seven years 
in different national and international 
companies and was able to gain valuable 

experience in companies like Edison 
and Siemens. Since his early years he 
was known as democratic and honest 
freethinker.  

On 15 November 1886 Bosch with 
an assistant and an apprentice 
established a “Workshop for fine 
mechanics and electrotechnology”, 
todays Robert Bosch Corporation, 
in Rotebühlstraße 75 B in Stuttgart. With 
magnet ignitions Robert Bosch was 
already successful before he entered the 
automobile industry. One year after the 
foundation of his workshop, he built his 
first “Magneto”, a low voltage device for a 
stationary motor of the company Deutz. 

A little side note of technological 
history: 1887 Bosch already presented 
his magnet ignition to the automobile 
pioneer Gottlieb Daimler from the 
adjacent Bad Cannstatt, who’s motor 
carriage was brand new at that time. 
This early meeting of Bosch and Daimler 

however didn’t lead to an 
automibilehistorical turn, because auto 
manufacturer Daimler at first kept on 
relying on the hot tube ignition. For this 
he had his own patent.  

Magneto created an electric spark, which 
ignited the gas mixture in a stationary 
combustion engine with low speed. With 
the needle bar bushing Bosch was able to 
put a magnet ignition in a high-speed car 
engine in 1887 and with this master one 
of the biggest technological challenges 
in the still young automobile history.



) EyEvis rEgionAl – grEAT Minds And ouTsTAnding dEvEloPMEnTs

Pacemaker of the world  
of automobile

With his co-worker Gottlob Honold the 
swabian entrepreneur achieved to solve 
the „Problem of Problems“, how Carl Benz 
called it, shortly after the turn of the 
century. 
 
BWith the high-voltage magnet develo-
ped in 1902, car engines for the first time 
were provided with a reliable component 
to ignite the gas-air-mixture in the cylin-
ders. Until then French automobilists wis-
hed each other “Bon Allumage!”, meaning 
“Good Ignition!” How far reaching this 
sudden inspiration and it’s development 
was, can be measured by the fact that 
in 2007 the 10 billionth Bosch spark plug 
was produced. Even before the turn of the 
century Bosch expanded his business to 
foreign countries.

In 1913 the company had establishments 
in America, Asia, Africa and Australia and 
gained 88% of its transaction volume 
outside of Germany. 

Helpless inventive talent

After the First World War Bosch brought 
in rapid succession further innovations 
for motor vehicles onto the market, 
amongst others the diesel injection 
in 1927. Under the impression of the 
worldwide economic crisis of the 1920s 
he started a consequent modernization 
and diversification process. Within only 
a few years the technically producing 
automobile supplier became a worldwide 
active electrotechnology enterprise. 

During the second world war the compa-
ny generated high profits again, above all 
through the air force, the main customer 
for injection pumps. Robert Bosch already 
retreated from work by the end of the 30s, 
but was still involved in the development 
of innovations of his company.

“Red Bosch“

Not only with regard to the technological 
progress of the automobile industry, 
Robert Bosch was an extraordinary person 
and businessman. Already in 1906 “Red 
Bosch” introduced as one of the first in 
Germany the 8-hour-day in his factories. 
People liked working at Bosch because 
he paid well. “I don’t pay good salaries 
because I have a lot of money, but I have 
a lot of money, because I pay gut salaries”, 
was one of his points of view.

Generously Robert Bosch already 
during his lifetime financed numerous 
charitable projects und left a very special 
inheritance after his death. According to 
his conceivabilities the charitable Robert 
Bosch Foundation was founded in 1964. 
The foundation holds 93% of the capital 
stock of the Robert Bosch Corporation, 
the mother company of the Bosch busi-
ness empire. Only 7% of the stock is held  

by descen-
dants of Robert 

Bosch. Distributed 
profits of the Bosch 

Corporation in this way 
to a large part go to the 

foundation and are applied 
to six so called topic areas; 

amongst others communication of 
peoples, health and education. 

Robert Bosch died 1942 in Stuttgart, his 
grave is located at the forest graveyard in 
Degerloch. His ideas and developments 
from technological as well as from social 
point of view stay unforgotten.

the traditionally-minded office 
of the Robert Bosch Foundation

The former house of Robert Bosch in
Stuttgart is at the same time inheritance 
and duty for the foundation, that was foun-
ded by the foreseeing businessman in his
testament. The Robert Bosch Foundation 
that was founded in 1964 is located there. 
Since 2004 it also resides in the newly built 
Bosch House Heidehof. In the Berlin repre-
sentation of the Robert Bosch Corporation 
the foundation has its own office.

Historical Bosch-Factory in Feuerbach

ThE roBErT Bosch housE

Without Robert Bosch  
and the magnet ignition  
the progress in  
automobile  
technology  
would have  
certainly  
been  
slower.

Design drawing of the magnet ignition
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) EyEvis ProducT

...because the sound 
provides the music

Design, atmosphere, ideal acoustics
and perfect images – all in one device
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Great sound from small housings

The development of ultra-f lat transducer 
components which allow a so far not 
presentable sound volume in the 
smallest housings through the most 
modern digital electronics, was an 
important step towards the realization 
of this product innovation. 

Mono, stereo, dolby surround or 
soundshower

The modular construction of the Sound 
Steles provides solutions suitable for 
special acoustic tasks: Mono, Stereo, 
Dolby Surround or a 360° ambient 
sound reproduction are available as 
plug-and-play modules, as well as 
modules which allow the sonication of 
limited areas through focused sound 
reproduction.

In combination with the impressively 
brilliant images of eyevis display tech-
nology, functionally demanding visual 
and acoustical scenes with a minimum 
expenditure of capital, time and installa-
tion can be realized from now on. 

eyevis Sound Steles – so you can under-
stand what you see.

n Entertainment and information 
sophistically staged, sound and 
picture perfectly balanced and 
everything in one product – those 
are the new sound steles. 
With this development eyevis presents a 
universal information and entertainment 
medium that combines professional 
display technology with high class 
sound systems in an attractive and 
flexible package.

The diverse design possibilities of the 
textile frame make the application in 
almost any surrounding possible. If used 
as a dividing wall, wall picture, stele, 
or stand-alone cube, Sound Steles can 
almost indefinitely be applied.

The diverse design possibilities of the 
textile frame make the application in 
almost any surrounding possible.  

If used as a dividing wall, wall picture, 
stele, or stand-alone cube, Sound Steles 
can almost indefinitely be applied.

special applications demand for 
special acoustic solutions

About 90% of the audible result is deter-
mined by acoustic conditions and only 
10% by applied speaker technology. This 
knowledge leads to the idea to connect 
acoustic absorbers with high-class 
speaker technology.

The experiments showed that this 
combination using highly effective 
absorber cores, especially designed for 
this cause, will always achieve better 
results than when conventional speakers 
are used exclusively, especially in rooms 
with many hard-walled surfaces.



) EyEvis ProducT

) 46“ screen diagonal (ca. 117 cm)

) Full HD resolution (1,920 x 1,080 Pixel)

) Gap-Active-to-Active: 5.7 mm

) Direct LED backlight for uniform illumination and brilliant colours

) Optimized power consumption

) Internal matrix function up to 10x10 displays

) Robust metal design for sophisticated applications

) ProducT dEscriPTion

With the EYE-LCD-4600-M-USN-LD, eyevis presents the latest super 
narrow bezel lc display for video wall applications. The new display 
provides full HD resolution (1920 x 1080 px) on a 46“ (ca. 117 cm) 
screen. High definition image quality, high contrast, best brightness 
and the super narrow bezel are the main features of the new display 
type. 

Thanks to their slim design the resulting gap between the images 
of two neighbouring displays is only 5.7 mm wide. 

) ThE AdvAnTAgEs AT A glAncE

) dirEcT lEd BAcklighT

Previous super narrow bezel displays with conventional CCFL backlight 
technology are likely to show hot spot effects in the centre of the dis-
plays because the edges are less illuminated than the rest of the screen. 
In order to achieve a uniform illumination of the entire screen, eyevis pro-
vides its new EYE-LCD-4600-M-USN-LD with direct-LED backlight. Thanks 
to the new backlight illumination technology, the display provides very 
homogeneous images.

EyE-lcd-4600-M-usn-ld

) ulTrA suPEr nArroW BEZEl

) ProducT iMAgEs

) drAWing (disPlAy + sTAcking FrAME)

Front View ApplicationRear View

eyevis LCd series
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) EyEvis ProjEcT

...because too much digital intelligence often  
causes complications in professional systems

n in order to avoid problems when 
connecting a monitor to the graphic 
card of a computer, the graphic card 
and monitor exchange information 
when connected. this information 
– “Extended display identification 
data” or short Edid – are exchanged 
over the “display data Channel” 
(ddC) directly inside the dvi cable.  
This procedure is supposed to avoid that 
resolutions of the graphic card that can 
not be displayed by the monitor, are set 
by the computer. In a simple case this 
would lead to the monitor not displaying 
anything, but in the worst case scenario 
the monitor could be damaged. In the 
area of consume this system is reasona-
ble and purposive, but with professional 
installations it often causes trouble. 
Especially when a display or a projector 
is not connected directly to the graphic 

card, but over splitters, cross bars, fiber 
optic converters or other active or pas-
sive components. It might happen that 
the EDID information from the monitor 
can not be transmitted correctly to the 
graphic card. In this case the necessary 
resolution or refresh rate can not be set 
by the graphic card. 

Another side-ef fect of modern graphic 
cards und their drivers is caused by the 
‘Hot-Plug’ recognition which detects 
when the DVI cable has been removed 
and reconnected. The graphic card then 
assumes that a new monitor has been 
connected and again asks for the EDID 
information. In many cases, especially 
when there is a second output, the gra-
phic card output will not be unlocked, 
but has to be activated through the 
driver.

when the start goes wrong

Those intelligent processes help the 
default user to built up a system quickly 
and safely, but often cause complications 
in professional installations and cost a 
lot of time through troubleshooting. 
Even proper starting of a device with the 
favoured configuration is often uncertain, 
because with every restart the graphic 
card asks the connected display for EDID 
information and tries to react intelligently. 

simple but effective – eyevis‘ solution 
for the problem

With the EYE-EDID-SIM-DVI eyevis provi-
des a simple but universal solution to trick 
the intelligence of the graphic card. It is a 
small box which is directly connected in 
the path of the DVI signal at the output 

Avoiding intelligence...



   ) EyEvis ProjEcT

of the 
graphic card. 
The EYE-EDID-SIM-
DVI is equipped with 
internal memory for the 
EDID information. The 
graphic card takes the 
EDID information not 
from the monitor or 
projector, but from the 
EDID-simulator, which 
provides a valid “hotplug” signal. This 
allows for a monitor to be disconnected 
and reconnected from the graphic card 
output, without the graphic card recogni-
zing another device. For the graphic card 
one monitor stays connected. 

This is especially useful with complex 
installations, because a monitor can be 
connected directly to test the signal. 
The memory in the EDID-simulator can 
be filled with the EYE-DDC-Programmer. 
In this way any EDID information can 
be saved on the EDID-simulator. The 
DDC-Programmer is a USB-device that is 
able to read EDID-information from any 
kind of monitor or projector. Via USB it is 
connected to a Windows-computer and 
controlled through a special software to 

read or write EDID data. In this way EDID 
information from a monitor or projector 
can be read and saved in the EDID-
simulator in one installation. The graphic 

card recognizes exactly the right EDID 
information – independent from 

components connected in-between.

The data read by the DDC-Program-
mer can be saved on the hard-drive 
and is in this way available for other 
installations. With the EDID-Editor 
the data can be changed and speci-
fied to certain structural conditions.

the show can go on

The eyevis EDID-simulator has proven 
its worth in numerous installations and 

saved the show more than once. 

Now the little helper got a bigger brot-
her: The EYE-EDID-SIM-EQ is additional to 
the EDID-Simulator also equipped with 
an integrated DVI-Equalizer, to improve 
the signal quality for high resolutions and 
wire lengths. The equalizer can either be 

used in automatic-mode or be adjusted 
manually. In contrast to its little brother 
the EDID-SIM-EQ is equipped with an 
EDID Bypass-Switch, to use the original 
EDID information of the connected 
monitor. So the information can either 
be taken from the internal memory or 
directly be drawn from the monitor. 

Another special feature is the optional 
possibility of a 5V external power supply. 
Without the external power supply the 
device takes its supply voltage on the 
DVI input from the graphic card. When 
supplied externally the supplied voltage is 
used to run the equalizer and also made 
available for the DVI-Output. This is a 
useful feature, if downstream components 
are installed that need a 5V supply via 
DVI (glass fiber or DVI distributer). The 
EDID-SIM-EQ can ensure this supply 
independent from the graphic card. 

With eyevis’ EDID simulators little  
gadgets are available that no toolbox 
should lack of.

  1.) Reading of the EDID information of the monitor

USB connection to 
control computer

DVI connection to 
display-device

EYE-DDC Programmer 

3.) Application of EDID Simulator

DVI connection to 
display-device

DVI connection to source for  
example: computer, image generator

EYE-EDID-SIM-DVI
EDID Simulator

2.) Programming of the EDID Simulator

 EYE-EDID-SIM-DVI  
EDID Simulator EYE-DDC Programmer 

DVI connection to 
EDID Simulator

USB connection to 
control computer
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n Clean drinking water is unquestionably 
the most essential basis for human 
existence. the department of Public water 
Authority (“wasserversorgung”) for the 
City of Zurich is responsible to ensure 
the flawless quality and secure supply of 
water to the city itself and 67 other nearby 
communities. wasserversorgung Zurich 
supplies close to 5% of the total demand 
for water in switzerland.
Fulfilling this major responsibility requires the 
utilisation of future-oriented infrastructure. In 
the course of a technical renovation project 
of the central control system, the command 
centre for the Wasserversorgung Zurich was 
refurbished and a new integrated control 
system was deployed. Multiple facilities – 
including a 1500km pipeline network – are 
monitored and controlled here on a 24 hour 
basis. Among the most important tasks of 
the operators are the management of water 
production and distribution as well as supply 
assurance following service disruptions such 
as pipe ruptures, etc. All faults occurring 
throughout the water authority coverage area 
are managed here. 

The original representation of the network 
was based upon a mosaic panel. For the rede-
signed control room, a technically advanced 
design appropriate for 24 hour operations was 
required to optimally support the dispatchers 
in their daily routines. It had to be simple to 
manage and flexible to use, delivering superb 
image characteristics as well as an above-
average life span of the equipment. The project 

was awarded in a public tender process based 
upon criteria of overall company qualification, 
customer references and price-performance 
ratio. The installation was carried out during 
ongoing operations.

outstanding design und superb  
image quality

The video wall system consists of 16 x 50” 
EC-50-LXT rear projections cubes. The display 
modules are practically seamless, and can be 
implemented to realise flexible video walls of 
virtually any size. The use of DLP® technology 
guarantees the quality of high resolution 
images, free from the “burn in” effect, even 
with static images shown in 24/7 control 
centres environments. The EC-50-LXT cubes 
are among the first cubes in the world that are 
based upon innovative LED technology. The 
LEDs, which are utilized for the representation 
of the primary colors, enables flicker-free 
pictures that do not cause viewers’ eyes to tire. 
Furthermore, they are very durable and require 
very low maintenance.

WEY has complemented the solution with 
additional systems: Auto Color Tracking (ACT) 
enables fully-automatic color and contrast 
adjustments to harmonize the pictures across 
the entire wall. With the WEY Central Interface 
Controller, event-driven alarms are automatical-
ly projected onto the large screen displays. This 
simplifies the monitoring of all the systems. The 
video wall can be conveniently controlled from 
any workplace using the Graphic Controller 

Netpix, which provides all the necessary signal 
inputs. In combination with the Eyecon Wall 
Management software, all computer systems, 
applications and signals can be projected in 
any scale on any cube. This allows complete 
flexibility, a video wall configuration which is 
customised to exactly fit the requirements as 
well as a one-to-one representation of the dis-
patchers’ workstation screens. The solution has 
been deliberately designed in an open manner 
so that new requirements, functions and media 
can be quickly and easily integrated.

Mr. Patrick Wünsche, the responsible project 
leader: „Die Anzeige ergänzt unser neues 
Leitsystem auf ideale Weise.“ The video wall 
perfectly complements our new control system 
and holds much promise for the future.”  After 
only a very short time in operation, the new 
system has made significant contributions to 
the enhancement of efficiency. It is now much 
easier to make changes to the system, such as 
the integration of video signals. Further, the 
operators now have an intelligent and flexible 
instrument with which they can respond faster 
and more precisely to events. This facilitates 
their responsible work.” Looking back, Patrick 
Wünsche confirms: “WEY proved to be a 
competent partner, who not only consistently 
implemented our requirements but also made 
valuable suggestions beyond the scope of 
the project itself. In addition to the technical 
competence, I also appreciated the WEY pro-
ject management skills which ensured that all 
deadlines and budgets were met as planned. In 
this respect, our expectations were fully met.”

Water is live...

...and has to be protected.  
eyevis and WEY ensure security for  
the public water authority in Zürich

) EyEvis ProjEcT



) EyEvis PArTnErshiP

) EyEvis inTErnATionAl

n the security industry is vivid, Progressive and innova-
tive. this has proven true once more at the siCHERHEit 
2011 fair which took place 15-18 november in Zürich. 
More than 10,000 visitors informed themselves in detail of the 
progress in the security sector on the fair for “Fire, Safety and 
Security” that is held every two years. 

The simultaneously held conference provided a very high level 
of discussion. With 20 topic modules, over 100 well-known 
presenters and over 1000 participants it drew great attention.

eyevis showed as one of the co-exhibitors of the partner 
wEy technology AG the following products: A 2x2 56“ 
Rearprojection Cube wall with LED light source, two 2x2 
55“ LCd-screen walls with very thin bezel and Direct-LED 
Backlight, a 60“ QUAd Full Hd LCd-screen and a 2x2 46“ 
LCd-screen wall with very thin bezel.  

At the booth of tyco Fire & integrated solutions AG eyevis 
additionally showed 4x EyE-LCd-6000-sn, a 60“ LCd-screen 
module with super thin bezel and a nPX-4804L-d4-G1.

security in Zürich

n Zürich water supply, sR-technics Air-
port Zürich, Hamburg water, Petroleum 
Gas Easter switzerland in schlieren, vat-
tenfall Energy trading Hamburg, Banque 
Reyl in Geneva, waste incinerator 
winterthur, northeastern switzerland 
Power Plant in Baden, Modena Cars in 
Geneva.
These projects represent a small excerpt 

from the collectively realized projects of 
WEYTechnology AG and eyevis in 2011. 
Many years of good and trustful coopera-
tion now lead to a dealer contract between 
the two companies. WEY for this reason 
becomes the exclusive eyevis representative 
or control room applications in Switzerland. 
“We are pleased to have such a strong 
representative as WEY Technology AG for 

the Swiss market on our side and now 
we look forward to a hopefully successful 
cooperation in the years to come.” 

This was the answer of David Mrnak, our 
salesman for the markets in Germany,  
Austria and Switzerland, to the question 
how he would evaluate the latest develop-
ments with WEY.

Two of  
a kind...
...move closer  
hence forth
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open house

Trendsetting

Planner days 2011  
in Reutlingen

The eyevis Innovation Day 2011

n on 28th and 29th september eyevis hosted 
the planner days 2011 in Reutlingen. As the name 
says this event addressed planners from all over 
Germany who made advantage of  the opportu-
nity to inform themselves of our products and 
solutions.
The major focus was put upon the eyevis product 
innovations omniSHAPES, Transparent LCD, eStreamer, 
LCD with touch function and 56’’ and 60’’ LCD with 
Quad HD resolution. The interests of the experts were 
expressed in many questions that were asked about 
technology and application possibilities  
of our products. In a casual, but still  
concentrated atmosphere many  
positive conversations about  
upcoming projects and other  
topics around visualization  
developed.

n At this year‘s eyevis innovation day Austria around 60 
international visitors were guests in studio 44 in vienna. 
in cooperation with the event team of studio 44 eyevis 
showed products and technical solutions.
To set up the equipment, four technicians were on site. At the 
event day two of our technicians supported the sales repre-
sentatives in answering the interested questions of customers 

and dealers. In the event room, we presented among other 
things to the expert audience a omnisHAPEs wall with 4 
rectangular, 2 pentagonal and 3 hexagonal screens, a 1x2 50’’ 
LEd cube wall and a 22’’ transparent LCd. The great finale 
was the joint business dinner in Vienna, where contacts were 
strengthened and positive feedback was received.



) EyEvis inTErnATionAl

Briefly covered:

safety first!
The MILIPOL Paris 2011

Asis international

n the Asis is the most far-reaching international advanced 
education and network event in the security sector. it is 
annually held in ontario – this year from september 19-21 – 
and is an important platform for eyevis.
The following equipment was presented at the booth of Advancis 
and drew much attention: a 2x2 55’’ LCd wall with ultra-thin 
bezel and Direct-LED Backlight, a 55’’ single display and 2 single 
displays 46’’ Hd with LED Backlight and superflat design.

technical Furniture Forum

n Knürr technical Furniture develops, produces and 
distributes technical workplace systems for control rooms, 
operation centers and electronic laboratories, as well as 
mobile gear units among others for the automobile industry 
and medical technology.  
Knürr annually hosts several expert forums in this sector. This 
year‘s Technical Furniture Forums took place on 8 November in 
Munich and on 10  November in Hamburg. Eyevis sales engineer 
david Mrnak reported about the current developments in the 
area of large-scale display systems in control rooms.

iBC 2011

n 50.500 visitors were registered at the iBC 2011 in 
Amsterdam. it is the worldwide leading fair for broadcasting 
professionals and the entertainment sector.
The creation, administration and provision of broadcast media and 
entertainment were central topics of the event that took place on 
09-13 September. Eyevis was present at the following booths:

intopix: One EyE -LCd-6400-4K screen and two EyE -LCd-
4200-nB monitors

Apantac: two EyE -LCd-5500-LHd screens with LED Backlight
and superflat design

wellen + nöthen GmbH: three EyE -LCd-4600-LHd screens
with LED Backlight and superflat design

Harris: one EyE -LCd-5500-M-Usn-Ld-BC screen, modular
Broadcast Version with superthin bezel and Direct-LED Backlight,
two EyE -LCd-4600-LHd screens with LED Backlight
and superflat design and 15 EyE -LCd-4200-nB screens

n At the MiLiPoL Paris, one of the largest trade fairs  
for security technology, eyevis was present as well. 
international exhibitors presented the latest develop-
ments, technologies and equipments of the sector.
eyevis again was able to achieve many positive results. 
Over 27,000 expert visitors from 150 countries informed 
themselves from 18 until 21 October 2011, as well as 500 
international journalists. Co-exhibitors at the 72m² eyevis 
exhibition booth were the surveillance supplier Avigilon, 
the control room chair producer Recaro and control room 
furniture producer Saifor. Always present of course was our 
subsidiary company eyevis France. 

Among other products from our product range, a major eye- 
catcher on the stand has been a complete control room 
solution comprising a display system using 2x2 eyevis 
60-inch full Hd LEd cubes  and eyecon wall management 
software, control room tables from our partner Saifor, and 
control room chairs from Recaro. On show were also video 
walls made from eyevis 55-inch and 60-inch super narrow 
bezel LCD monitors, two eStreamers, and three omniSHAPES.
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Meeting 
Point of 
the sector

Preview

The PMRExpo in Cologne

The ISE 2012 in  
Amsterdam

n the evergreen of the eyevis fair-season: needless to 
say we were also present at the 11th PMRExpo. the fair 
evolved to one of the leading international meeting 
points of the sector and offers a suitable platform for the 
professional exchange between users and suppliers.
David Mrnak from our national sales team and Christoph 
Pfäffle from our project management presented the eyevis 
products from 22 to 24 November very successfully. Co-
exhibitors at our booth were the companies Convexis, Recaro, 
WEY and Deskflex. Eyevis presented a 2x2 cube wall with 
LEd light source, a 1x2 55’’ LCd wall with ultrathin bezel 
and direct-LEd Backlight and a 46’’ Hd LCd-screen with 
LEd Backlight and flat design. The presentation as well as 
the products drew the interest of the expert audience and 
many new contacts could be established and existing ones 
could be improved.

n Amsterdam 31 January until 2 February – one of the most 
important trade fairs of the industry. At the integrated 
systems Europe (isE) in hall 1, booth n6 eyevis will draw 
attention with well-established products and new develop-
ments at the new 117m² booth.
200 omniSHAPES in different shapes, for example as rolling wall, 
sign posts or walkable areas, will be installed. Another highlight: 
the new 60’’ QHD monitors with Direct-LED Backlight. Those 
EYE-LCD-6000-QHD-LD displays represent the state-of-the-art of 
eyevis’ EYE-LCD series. Through their high resolution and their 
outstanding image quality they are first choice when it comes to 
highest detail reproduction. 

Our fitting conclusion to ISE: the first international eyevis Partner 
& Reseller Meeting in 2012 at the Park Hotel in Amsterdam. Part-
ners and dealers experience the latest developments of eyevis like 
the omnisHAPEs and the estreamer and can make themselves 
more familiar with these products. Perfect finale: the evening 
event followed by the awarding of the eyevisionary Club Award.

) EyEvis inTErnATionAl



eyevis in Numbers
) EyEvis FAcTs

n the business card of a company is its appearance to the 
outside world. But at least as important is its integrity in the 
interior.
The following chart gives a brief overview of the most important 
figures of the company. The focus is less placed upon sales 

volume and gains etc. but basically on the appearance of the 
company itself, its size and the importance in the international 
market through several facts.

At a glance – numbers and facts

Employees worldwide  ca. 140

sales volume of the eyevis corporation :  increase compared to the previous year ca. 15 %

Area of the eyevis corporation in Reutlingen                  Building: 4200m²                           Property: 5290m²

number of dealers and offices worldwide                                                       63

Percentage of men and women at eyevis 14% women  86% men

development expenditures  ca. 2.7 Mio €

number of apprentices 10
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n the biggest automobile trade fair 
of the year, the iAA in Frankfurt, was 
a big highlight for eyevis as well. 
with volkswagen, Audi and Mercedes 
service three “Bigplayers” used our 
technology for their visually stunning 
presentations.
After the presentation of the new 
omniSHAPES at the infoComm in Orlando 
in June, it was the first large installation 
with these f lexible display-units to 
be seen at the IAA in Frankfurt. The 

manifold application possibilities, for 
instance for the realization of convex and 
concave curved image areas, convinced 
our customers entirely. 

The media technology for the Volks-
wagen booth that was planned by the 
Wolfsburg agency Volke Kommunikati-
onsdesign, was realized by CT Germany 
who especially for this cause bought our 
omniSHAPES for their rental stock.  
240 omniSHAPES in total were applied 

in different interactive video walls to 
present the new Volkswagen models 
perfectly. 

Another novelty of the eyevis portfolio 
– the stunning Transparent-LCDs – was 
in use at the booth of Mercedes Service. 

Mobility is 
everything!
eyevis’ product novelties in action 
at the IAA in Frankfurt
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This innovative technology allows a 
completely new combination of digital 
information with real exhibits in the 
background. The screen diagonals of 
22’’and 46’’ get along without having an 
own backlight. For this reason the space 
behind the transparent LCD panel needs 
to be sufficiently lit. 

The impressive images on a huge video 
wall that consisted of 6x5 eyevis seamless 
LCDs with 55’’ screen diagonal each, 

drew the attention at this booth. The 
company Wire took over the planning, 
while Music & Light Design realized the 
project. 

Audi again used the 60’’ version of the 
seamless LCD monitor for their booth. In 
an interesting, hanging set-up they con-
tributed to the visual, trendsetting booth 
concept of the Ingolstadt company. 

We look back to the IAA and its in part 
completely new presentation concepts 
with pride, and are glad that eyevis’ 
visualization solutions took an important 
role in expressing this creativity of the 
concepts.
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Verschiedene 46“ SN

(Torbögen / Bar / etc.)

The licence  
to stand out
The success story of a  
46-inch display



special public appeal had the  
following installations:

19x EyE-LCd-4600-sn-v2 as archway at the
 ISE Amsterdam 2010

6x EyE-LCd-4600-sn-v2 installed in a bar 
at the ISE Amsterdam 2011 and at the HMI
Hannover 2011

7x EyE-LCd-4600-sn-v2 as semicircle at the
ISE Amsterdam 2011

14x EyE-LCd-4600-sn-v2 as inward
archway at the ISE Amsterdam 2011

crEATivE soluTions
n the ice-cold agent in the back-
ground who makes the images in 
an impressive quality and deadly 
brilliance stand out. that is eyevis’ 
EyE-LCd-4600-sn.
On the market for three years now, this 
display gained an excellent reputation. 
Especially companies that specialized in 
the renting of LCD walls like to use those 
all-rounders often.

The market knows by now how well 
the device with the well-established 
eyevis technology can be applied in 
attention-drawing video walls. Perfect 
image quality, good contrast, f lawless 
brightness values and a high resolution 
decorate those screens. 

The displays have a screen diagonal of 
46’’ and a native WXGA resolution (1.366 
x 768 pixels). They are cascadable, so 
they can be combined to video walls in 
different formats and orders. Remarkable 
detail: the bars between the modules are 
very thin (7,3mm), which improves the 
effect of the presented images and films.

This cascadability is highly valued by 
our customers. More than once this 
characteristic was used at trade fairs or 
events in a very creative manner. The 
technicians of eyevis showed again and 
again how interesting constructions with 
these displays can be.

) EyEvis rEPorT 19
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n Brightness and brightness are not 
the same. this becomes especially 
visible at brightness distributions 
on screens. Especially when this 
illumination is uneven. what can be 
hardly realized at single monitors has 
huge effect when multiplied by many 
screens in a large-scale video wall.
The goal of multi-channel video walls is 
to give the observer the impression of 
a single large image. Projection cubes 
provide an ideal solution for this demand 
with their very thin bezel between the 
single modules.

the problem

Even LCDs or plasma screens are 
equipped with decreasing bezel-widths, 
so that they are more and more used 
within such systems. The development 
of decreasing bezel-widths, introduces, 
next to the technical problems, also 
a visual problem: The smaller the gap 
between two displays, the stronger the 
differences in color and brightness. In 
extreme cases there is even something 
like a “Tile-Effect”. 

the solution

With the EyE-ACt eyevis provides an 
automatic color management system 
for projection cubes to maintain color 
and brightness constantly over the 
entire operation process. eyevis with the 
EyE-LCd-CAs also has a sensor based 
calibration system for the LCD series, to 
be able to adjust the LCDs in color and 
brightness. Those systems enable the 

user to regulate color and brightness of 
individual display units within the video 
wall. 

However, there often is an uneven 
brightness distribution within the images 
of the individual devices. This uneven 
distribution is technical and makes the 
image areas appear brighter in the center 
than on the sides.

This effect is called “Shading” and has, 
as mentioned before, no effects on 
single displays. On image walls that are 
composed of several displays, however, 
it can have negative effects on the 
overall impression of the image. In order 

to improve the image impression on 
large-scale video walls, eyevis developed 
a special “Shading” correction, to achieve 
an even color and brightness distribution 
within the single image areas. The crucial 
point of this technology is the exact 
measurement of the color and brightness 
distribution of the image module. This 
data is recorded by a color sensor at 
several points of the module. From this 
data the Shading-Correction that is 
applied to the input image, is calculated. 

the result is the ideal even brightness 
and color distribution over the entire 
monitor.

The Shading- 
Effect and how  
it can be dealt 
with

Principle of the eyevis Shading-Correction: weakening of bright areas

Uncorrected image  
of the single elements of  
a video wall

let there be light –  
evenly!

Uneven brightness distribution

Read more about this 

topic on  page 22

+
=
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The correction darkens the areas of the 
display which seem too bright, providing 
an even brightness distribution of the  
display. But not only brightness is 
corrected. The eyevis Shading- 
Correction at the same time  
adjusts possible color  
irregularities.

Special focus during the develop- 
ment of the eyevis Shading-Correction 
was put upon the provision of the 
possibility to adjust the image even after 
the sensor automatically adjusted the 
image. If there is a visible variance 
after the correction, the Shading-
Correction can be adjusted 
through the software afterwards, 
so that slight variations can be 
compensated very precisely. 

Other than the possibility of refinement 
the degree of compensation can be 
determined. 100% compensation would 
adjust the entire image to the lowest 
brightness level. In this way the highest 
homogeneity would be achieved, but 
at the same time the lowest brightness 
level. Through the adjustment of the 
degree of compensation a balance 
between homogeneity and loss of 
brightness can be achieved. With those 
possibilities the video wall is perfectly 
adjustable to the particular needs on 
site. 

the shading-Correction is not only 
applicable to eyevis products. it can 
be connected to almost any display.

The eyevis Shading-Correction is an 
integrated component of every eyevis-
cube that is equipped with the MSP or 
SCP option as well as of our omniSHAPES. 
Other displays can be corrected by the 
connection of a Pixel-Processor (EYE-PxP) 
or an openWarp. The recording can 
be achieved through the eyevis 
Color Sensor (USB) and Windows 
software. 

With the Shading-Correction 
eyevis provides the perfect possibility 
to improve the image quality of large-
scale video walls. At any place that has 
high demands for evenness of color and 
brightness, this system is a practicable 
and flexible solution. Through its univer-
sal application, it sets new standards in 
the area of digital image correction. 

eyevis Shading-Correction on the example of an LCD 

Brightness distribution of an Edge-LED-LCD 
             without Shading-Correction

Brightness distribution  
of an Edge-LED-LCD  
after Shading-Correction

eyevis Shading-Correction on the example of a projection cube 

Brightness distribution of a projection unit 
             without Shading-Correction

Brightness distribution of a 
projection unit  
after Shading-Correction
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n Rear projection systems still have 
the advantage towards LCd-displays, 
especially at simulations and control 
room applications, that they can be 
used to set up almost seamless video 
walls comprising several units. Here, 
“seamless” really describes a gap of less 
than 1mm between the screens, not 6 
mm wide bezels as with LCd screens. 
in digital signage applications this 
gap is indeed does not matter, but in 
simulators, for example, a recognizable 
structure of the projection area can 
destroy or reduce the illusion. Projection 
screens in rear projection system are 
not illuminated not directly back-lit over 
the entire area like with LC displays, 
but more or less illuminated by a spot 
light source. thus there have to be 
different measures to ensure a steady 
illumination of the image area and to 
avoid hot-spots. eyevis, manufacturer 
from Reutlingen, Germany, developed a 
very powerful image processing derived 

from its EyE-PxP pixel processor, which 
is capable to optimize video walls made 
of rear projection systems as well as 
LCd screens. the device at hand for this 
test report was an LEd-lit full Hd rear 
projection cube type EC-60-LHd with 
60” screen diagonal. the cube additio-
nally features an integrated system for 
automatic colour calibration, in order to 
maintain stable image representation 
on a combined video wall in terms of 
colour and brightness even in continuo-
us operation.
As shown in our previous report in issue 
3/2009 dealing with eyevis cube version EC-
50-LSXT+, rear projections cubes with LED 
light sources do not have to worry about 
a comparison with conventional lamp 
technology. Exactly the opposite is the case. 
LED-lit cubes provide prolonged service 
intervals enhanced colours and improved 
reliability. The hot spot issue however, is 
less caused by the light source, but more 
related to the loss of light, related to the 

design of the optical system, the geometry 
of the projection and the gain behaviour 
of the screen. Here is where the EYE-PxP 
pixel processor comes into play. It provides 
an internal memory capacity for video 
signals up to 2048x1200 pixels. The EYE-PxP 
caches every frame of the input signal and 
can perform different image processing 
functions on the cached frame, before it is 
transmitted to the output of the processor. 

Among others, the signal processing func-
tions provided by the EYE-PxP comprise a 
gamma correction with 24 bit LookUpTable 
(LUT) in each colour channel, colour correc-
tion with 3x3 colour transformation matrix 
for colour space transformations, colour 
shading for pixel-wise colour correction for 
correction of shadings, and alpha masking 
with pixel-wise transparency correction for 
hot-spot corrections, blending and masking. 
These functions enable, for example, a 
compensation for the hot-spot behaviour of 
the different rear projection screens which 
is known by the manufacturer or can be 
measured. These hot-spot effects can be 
visibly reduced with a shading correction. 

High-End LED Rear Projection-Cube  
with accurate optimization for uniform 
illumination and colour representation

 Test report:
eyevis Ec-60-lhd

Test arrangement at eyevis
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space is not a value itself, especially when 
the displayed contend was produced for 
sRGB resp. Rec.709 (HDTV). For the test 
of the automatic colour calibration (Fig.1) 
the colour balance of the LED-light source 
of one cube was changed, so the colour 
temperature fell from 9000K to approx. 
7600K. The last graphic shows that after 
the accomplishment of the automatic 
calibration the original condition was de 
facto recovered. 

The most interesting measurements, were 
obviously those which should which should 
show the capabilities of the shading cor-
rection and the precise correction with the 
specific alpha mask. For the measurement 
shown in the top graphic of Figure 2, the 
factory-set shading correction was switched 
off first, so that it represents the „raw state“ 
of the interaction between projector and 
screen, of course showing a recognisable 
hot-spot. Activating the shading correction 
shows a clear improvement, which of 
course brings a decline of the total bright-
ness, because the light density in the centre 
of the screen has to be adapted to that of 
the areas towards the edges.

With an alpha mask calculated from the 
first measurement, the uniformity of the 
illumination could again be improved. The 
control measurement shows a standard 
variance of only 5.2%, which is already 
within the margin of the measurement 
accuracy of light density measurement tools 
complying with DIN5035 class B. A variance 
from a perfectly uniform illumination that is 
not visible to the human eye.

summary

The detailed research of the image quality 
of the EC-60-LHD with the measurement 
camera shows that a specific calibration 
and illumination correction with the EYE-
PxP pixel processor is capable to achieve 
a distinct and visible improvement of the 
image quality of a video wall made of 
these cubes. The automatic calibration for 
brightness and colour integrated in the 
EC-60-LHD is capable to maintain the image 
quality achieved through the calibration 
of such a system on installation for a long 
time. This is especially useful for LED-based 
systems, because the service intervals are 
obviously longer than with traditional lamp-
based systems.

Author: Dieter Michel in “Medientechnik & 
Systemintegration” Nr. 3; Juli-October 2011

Fig. 1: Colour temperature before and after maladjustment 
and after automatic calibration

Fig. 2: Brightness distribution without correction, with 
shading-correction, and after fine adjustment

Of course, there was a local 
inspection at eyevis for 
this report with extensive 
measurement activities. The 
editor‘s measurement came-
ra type Radiant Imaging 
PM-1423-1 was extremely 
helpful during these tests. 
Since the camera is able to 
make spatial measurements 
of luminance and colour, we 
had the possibility not only 
to perfom precise measure-
ments of the distribution of 
colour and brightness, but 
to extraxt the measured data 
to create individual masks 
for the alpha shading. 

But let‘s start from the very 
beginning: The EC-60-LHD is 
a rear projection cube with 
a screen diagonal of 60” 
and a native resolution of 
1920x1080 pixels (Full HD). 
The light sourceis based 
on LED technology has a 
specified lifetime of 60,000 
hours. Integrated in the light 
engine there is a colour 
sensor with long-time stable 
filters, as they are used in 
monitor calibration systems, 
for example. Because the 
sensor is not located directly 
in the light path of the 
projection, a calibration 
measurement can even be 
realised in usual operation, 
without disturbing the 
projection. 

Our test system included 
two cubes mounted side 
by side and was adjusted 
to a brightness of 170.1 cd/
m2, measured with the JETI 
specbos 1211 in the centre 
of the screen. The black level 
was at 0,11cd/m2, the full 
screen contrast at 1546:1 - in 
good accordance with the 
manufacturer data (1500:1). 
The colour measurement 
shows, that the colour space 
quite exactly resembles the 
sRGB-Standard, because the 
EC-60-LHD was adjusted to 
it. In principle LED-Systems 
got a much wider colour 
space, but a huge colour 
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n A company that is always preoc-
cupied with itself in the long run 
loses the ability to look beyond its 
own nose. Additional to our social 
responsibility this is another reason 
we are involved in different areas and 
projects. 
With the years and the pleasantly steady 
growth, we were able to increase our 
commitment. If it is the support of 
charitable events or sponsoring – eyevis’ 
actions are manifold.

As an international company which 
works on projects all over the world, we 
often send our employees to countries 
where the standard of living is much 
lower than here in Germany. That’s ano-
ther reason why we want to be especially 
sensitive in the social field.

In the following we talk about some 
projects we support. 

Instead of sending expensive gifts for 
Christmas, the tübingen Association 
for children with cancer can look 
forward to support that comes from 
the heart. 

Attached to the Christmas cards are 
donations to Médecins sans Frontières, 
who really need the help.

Further organizations that are supported 
by us are the wwF, the German 
Children’s Fund, Premature Baby e.v, 
as well as Blind Handwork.

A project that we want to highlight, 
because in our opinion it is one of the 

 
determine the amount 
of money and send it to Kiva, who 100% 
passes it on. The supported person pays 
the money back in small amounts, just 
like he is able to. After the credit is paid 
back, you choose someone new. Kiva in 
this way not only brings money to where 

important topics 
of the future, is 
Kiva. The subtitle 
“loans that change 
lives” reflects their 
program, because 
Kiva is a non-profit 
organization which 
has the goal of 
working against 
poverty all over  
the world. 

Through the 
internet and an 
international net-
work for microloans 
Kiva offers the 
possibility to grant 
such microloans  

as interest-free loans. 
The minimum amount here is 25USD. 
This addresses private persons as well as 
companies.

Briefly explained, the Kiva-principle 
works like this: You choose someone at 
www.kiva.org whose private enterprise 
you want to support,  

Social commitment and  
support for sports

our responsibility, our 
contribution
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it has an effect, but also brings people all 
over the world closer together.

Another very important point is the 
result of the love for our homeland. 
We are from Swabia and live up to the 
swabian thoroughness and inventiveness 
and we’re proud of it. Of course we feel 
committed to our region and want to 
contribute to a successful cooperation. 

That is why we 
support small 
and not so 
small sports 
activities and 
clubs in our 
environment. 
In this way we 
can give the 
mostly young 
and hopeful 
talents in 
diverse sports 
the opportu-
nity to seize 
their chances. 

And needless to say we often  
accompany “our” athletes to their  
competitions and celebrate every  
win and every good standing  
with them.

Diverse as sport itself is our  
commitment. The range of  
sports goes from local and  
regional soccer clubs over  
handball, cycling and boxing,  
up to motor sports and basket- 
ball that in Tübingen, our  
adjacent city, but of course  
also here in Reutlingen, is a  
hot topic.

That our actions are received very  
positively is not least shown by the 
positive feedback in the press that we 
are really glad of.

Cutting from the Reutlingen newspapers Gene-

ralanzeiger and Nachrichten on 2 December 2011
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n eyevis constantly coaches young 
people during their training in 
different areas. in this edition Frank 
Haussmann talks about his apprenti-
ceship as an it specialist for system 
integration.
IT specialist is an accredited profession 
according to the Vocational Training Act. 
This countrywide regulated 3 year app-
renticeship is offered with the following 
focuses:
· system integration
· application development
The training at eyevis is based on the 
focus of “system integration” at which 
the last half year is entirely reserved 
for exam preparations. We asked Frank 
Haussmann who is already in his third 
year of training about an insight in his 
apprenticeship.

Frank, what do you think about your 
training so far?
The training at eyevis is very diversified 
and informative. There’s always some-

thing to do and new things to learn. 
I have a lot of freedom to plan things 
on my own, to realize projects and to 
work independently. I noticed that in 
this way I’m much more focused on the 
essentials than I would be if I would be 
instructed all the time. I took more and 
more responsibility through the years of 
training and learned to act on my own 
and pursue my projects. 

What was the biggest highlight in your 
training?
Until now it is clearly the fact that I was 
able to realize my own project. It began 
with me talking to the customer and 
making suggestions how his problem 
could be solved. So I was in charge of 
the project from the beginning up to 
the installation and the commissioning 
through the customer. I’m very proud of 
that and I want to thank my supervisor 
Mark Schmidt for his trust.

What did you learn in your training?

I really learned a lot of things. Things like 
general knowledge and especially social 
competences like associating with clients 
and colleagues and work scheduling. But 
also to help the customer solve problems 
and some self-evident things like punc-
tuality and responsibility. 

Would you do your training at eyevis 
again?
A clear “yes, any time.” My training is 
exciting and diversified and I work for 
a very dynamic company. The times 
I spend at installations or service 
operations with customers are a lot of 
fun and I learn a lot of things. Other 
than that I work with nice people who 
help me when I need help. Briefly: I 
really feel home here. My conclusion: the 
departments that I liked most so far were 
the IT department and the development 
department, because I met challenges 
there that really helped me to improve 
and I would really be glad to be retained 
by one of those two departments.

From the angle of an  
apprentice

Frank Haussmann talks about his  
apprenticeship as an IT specialist for  
system integration

 Frank Haussmann with his supervisor Mark Schmidt 

Cutting from the Reutlinger Generalanzeiger on 

26 October 2011
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n silvio toth works for eyevis in the 
production department in the area 
of LCd assembly since 2008. the 
biggest project for him so far was 
the production of fifty 46’’ seamless 
LCd monitors for the exhibition area 
“Fascination technology” on floor 0  
of the Mercedes-Benz Museum in 
stuttgart in 2009.
70 hours total were needed to produce 
the almost 50 LCDs. Silvio Toth: “It was 
a really exciting project for me because 
personally I think the Mercedes-Benz 
Museum is quite fascinating. It feels great 
to know that I contributed to the com-
pletion of the museum with products 
that I produced with my own hands.”

some facts about the project

A special requirement for the construc-
tion of the large-scale video wall in 
the Mercedes-Benz Museum was the 
retention of the permanently installed 
glass wall in front of the actual display 
for practical and esthetic reasons. This 
appealing design however causes pro-
blems from the technical point of view 
because the permanently installed dis-
play couldn’t be reached through the as 
well permanently installed glass wall in 

case of maintenance works. That would 
not be a sustainable concept when run-
ning the displays in continuous operation 
because even displays that are able to 
operate continuously need maintenance 
works from time to time – even if it ’s just 
to clean the display surface or to change 
a defective fan. Because the glass wall 
in front of the displays was permanently 
installed, but access to the front of the 
displays for maintenance was needed, 
the only solution was to design the 
whole video wall moveable. This solution 
imposed certain challenges to the design 
of the wall mounting and the various 
mechanical components, because the 
total installation space including space to 
move the wall only added up to 90 cm. 

Through the relatively f lat design of the 
actual displays – even including stacking 
frames – we were able to use only 30cm 
for the whole video wall including cross 
beams. That is remarkable, because 
the whole wall with a breadth of 13m, 
a height of 2,5m and a building depth 
of 30cm is free-standing and it had to 
be prevented from falling over during 
the moving process at any cost. A large, 
bright image area certainly can be 
provided by many LCD monitor suppliers 

today. But it ’s a different situation if 
many displays are installed together 
under demanding circumstances and at 
the same time require a long duration 
and a problem-free operating phase. 
The wall in the Mercedes-Benz Museum 
is designed as 13 x 2,5m LCD video wall 
with daylight capability. Using projection 
technology, a total f lux of at least 50.00 
ANSI-Lumen would have been required. 
Precision in detail is needed here becau-
se such a wall needs to be adequately 
conditioned in order to be continuously 
operational. The realization of a video 
wall with such demanding requirements 
without the thorough planning of mevis.
tv and the professional components and 
the know-how of eyevis would not have 
been possible.

Silvio Toth, Production, Area of LCD-
Assembly, for outstanding dedication and 
commendable work performance in 2010 
was awarded the eyevisionary Award and 
admitted to the eyevisionary Club.

A highlight-project in 
the professional life 
of silvio Toth

The development of the media wall for the area “Fascination  
Technology” in the Mercedes-Benz Museum in Stuttgart

Silvio Toth assembling a LCD Media wall „Fascination Technology“, Mercedes-Benz Museum, Stuttgart
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n Eyevis spain , or eyevis visual solu-
tions s.L. as it is officially registered,  
was founded in september 2010 and 
has the responsibility to attend to 
regions with spanish and Portuguese 
languages: Latin America , Portugal 
, spain and some countries in Africa 
(Angola, Mozambique,..).
The office of Jaime Villena and his team 
is located in Madrid in the geographical 
center of Spain where it is possible to use 
5 motorways to the most relevant cities. 
Through the connection to one of the 
biggest airports in Europe it is also possi-
ble to find flights to the most important 
cities in America very quickly.

the team:
•  Jaime Villena: C.E.O. , who is working 

on visual systems for control rooms for 
more than 20 years 

•  Ricart Balaguer: Technical Support and 
also AV-Sales. He is working in audiovi-
sual solutions for 10 years

•  Irene: She is a student and 19 years old. 
She is only working 3 hours a day as 
secretary in administration.

The technical service of eyevis spain 

contains installations and maintenance. 
eyevis Spain has an agreement with a 
services supplier. Thanks to this relati-
onship several experienced and trained  
engineers in the most important cities in 
Spain provide a fast after sales service.

installations:
eyevis Visual Solutions S.L. has been 
selling in Spain, Portugal, Mexico, Brazil 
and other countries for 7 years now, In 
this time the young company already 
collected a respectable number of 
installations and pupular references.

Now with the new office in Madrid 
they plan to improve their service and 
support to their dealers and establishing 
new relationships with large system 
integrators and new dealers. 

References installed in control rooms:   
PetroMex, PetroBras, Televisa, CFE (Mexi-
co Electricity) , ADIF AVE (High Speed 
Train), Madrid Fire Department, Several 
112 Emergency Rooms, Traffic, Water 
Distribution, high-end projectors for 
helicopter f light simulators (INDRA) and 
very spectacular 3D systems in Brazil.

eyevis spain 
Expertise and success below the southern sun
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n eyevis Russia was founded in 2004. 
years of experience helped the local 
eyevis team to turn into a large player of 
global euro-asian region not only inclu-
ding Russia, but Cis countries with a total 
area of 22 millions square kilometers and 
a population of over 250 million people.
eyevis Russia consists of 3 main subdivisi-
ons – self-sufficed independent offices: a 
commercial office, a technical office and a 
stock office, located in the heart of Moscow 
City and a warehouse, located in a Moscow 
suburb. The area has a total size of more 
than 300 m². All three main subdivisions 
are located next to each other in one 
place within 5 min walking time from a 
Moscow Underground Station. It makes our 
offices easily accessible and convenient for 
customers regardless of numerous heavy 
traffic jams. 

eyevis Russia has a spacious show room as 
well. It is equipped with 2 videowalls (4x60’’ 
Full HD DLP Cubes and 4x seamless LCDs) 
and Standalone LCD Displays, including 
QuadHD and full HD versions.  

the team:
The team consists of 8 experts employed on 
a continuous basis and 5 qualified  
specialists (projector- and technical 
specialists) employed on a freelance basis. 
All eyevis personnel have professional higher 
education, some of them a PhD degree, 
which makes it possible for us to process any 
task in the most professional way. 

oleg stodolnik  CEO
vera de Espino Financial Director
Evgeny Medvedev  Development/

Technical Director
natalya Lunina Krutykh   Commercial/

Marketing Director
irina Chernisheva  Accountant
sergey Katskel  PR Manager 
vitaly Kulagin  Technical/IT 

engineer
semen Pavlov  Technical/IT 

engineer

the biggest customers:
We have deep ties inside the energy sector 
and close collaboration with gas and oil  
producing companies. Also we have 
prospective orders of military agencies and 
the transport sector.

the biggest installations so far:

15x67’’ sXGA dLP cubes  KubanEnergo, 
energy supply 
company 

14x56’’ QuadHd LCd  nuclear testing 
area

36x46’’ seamless LCd  Sochi Olympic 
infrastructure 
division - video 
surveillance centre

eyevis russia 
eyevis with a wide scope in the east
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n eyevis Poland was established in 
2006. the office is registered in Kato-
wice, at Zielona street 2a/6.
Initially eyevis Poland started with 3 
persons, now they have 4 employees and 
a group of co-workers. Key team-members 
are Adam Nikolajew (sales manager), 
Jacek Gorski (technical department) and 
Grzegorz Osuch (technical department).

In June 2011 the company moved to a 
new location, the offices and the stock 
were placed in Bytom, at Jozefczaka Street 
36/1. The registered office remained to be 
located in Katowice.

The main focus of eyevis Poland is the 
sale, installationand maintenance of eyevis 
equipment in Poland and its neighbouring 
countries. Their most important customers 
are Emerson (few systems placed in whole 
Europe) and Vattenfall (the biggest installa-
tion so far). Other customers are T-Mobile, 
Honeywell, Metso Automation, ABB, 
Dysten, Siemens and several powerplants 
in Poland. This year eyevis Poland also 
installed the first of few new traffic control 
centers, equipped with seamless LCD 46” 
and Netpix controller, which are a part of 
global investments planned for Euro 2012 

tournament in Poland. Currently they are 
facing the big opportunity to install the 
first 60“ QHD LCD, which will be delivered 
to the end user in December 2011. The 
system comprises a total number of seven 
units which are placed in several control 
rooms dedicated for energy distributor 
dispatchers. Two years ago our Polish 
subsidiary also launched a rental depart-
ment, so they are also able to offer eyevis 
products for fairs, exhibitions and events. 
For example, they installed the LCD wall for 
TV studios during the President election 
and Parliament election in Poland, and also 
organized Paris Hilton’s visit in Katowice – 
just to name two more prestigious events 
they participated in.

eyevis Poland 
Our team in Upper Silesia
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on oWn BEhAlF – EyEvis insTAllATions WorldWidE

)  Croatia, Zagreb,  
Croation Railway Operation center

)  saudi Arabia, Ras Az Zwar Power Plant
)  Belgium, RTL Television
)  Colmmbia, Bogotà,  

CENTRO CONTROL TERPEL
)  Kazakhstan, Astana Media Centre
)  italy, Milano, Vodafone Village
)  Egypt, Abu Qir, ABB Power Plant
)  Morocco, Marrakech,  

Royal Mansour Hotel Security Centre
)  togo, Lomé, Ecobank Auditorium
)  tschad, n‘djamena, Télé Tchad (ONRTV)
)  France, nanterre,  

Alphacim - ADP, Data Centre
)  india, surat,  

UNOSUGEN, GuD power plant
) Azerbaijan, Baku, Traffic police
)  turkey, Ankara,  

Naval Forces, Control room
)  UK, warwick,  

Warwickshire Police, emergency services, 
Police HQ control room

)  Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur,  
TNB DATA CENTRE

) Egypt, daranhour, Power Plant
)  Germany, Hamburg,  

Vattenfall Energy Trading GmbH
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)  saudi Arabia, Riyadh, King Abdullah 
Road Traffic Control

)  France, Mulhouse Police
)  Germany, stuttgart,  

SSB Tramway
)  Germany, Munich 

Traffic Control Centre
)  Lithuania, Lithuanian Gas
)  Philippines, diliman, Quezon City, 

National Grid Corporation of Philippines
)  singapore, EMA Energy Market Authority
)  France, Paris, RATP Line 12

And many more.

area he works for eyevis all over Europe.
With the project Teracom we already 
talked about a project of eyevis Nordic in 
the eyevision 02/2011.

An especially beautiful project was 
realized in Kalundborg, Denmark. 12 EC-
50-LXT-CP cubes as well as a NPX-4804L-
R-D4-G1.0 and an ECS-800R-G2.0 were 
installed for the project Dong Energy 
Ansaesvaerket.

eyevis nordic 

n eyevis nordic is the most northern 
eyevis team. with more than 30 
years of experience in the it and Av 
sector this team is responsible for the 
scandinavian market.
The office of the eyevis Nordic AB is 
located in Mölndal, 6km south of the 
center of Gothenburg in Sweden. The 
main contact persons of eyevis Nordic 

are Johan Smidebrant and Trond Solvold. 
Johan focuses on products and projects 
in the control room sector where he was 
able to realize several successful projects 
in the past. 

Trond‘s focus lies upon the other areas 
of the eyevis portfolio, concentrated in 
Virtual Reality and simulations. In this 
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Web: www.eyevis.de
E-Mail: info@eyevis.de

) conTAcT

In the next months we are represented  
at the following exhibitions

For further information on our products you can download our latest brochures at www.eyevis.de.  
you can also watch our product videos there.

Visit our exhibition booth and get to know more about our array of 
products. The eyevis employees on-site inform you about the possibili-
ties that eyevis offers you. Additionally you can have a look at our exhi-
bits and to assure yourself of the high image quality. If you want to 

arrange an appointment to get individual information at our exhibition 
booth at a specific time, just let us know in advance. Send your prefer-
red date at marketing@eyevis.de or call us at +49 (0)7121 43303-0.

) intersec, dubai, 15.-17.01.2012

) isE, Amsterdam, 31.01.-02.02.2012

) technical Furniture Forum ,Leipzig, 29.02.2012

) intertraffic, Amsterdam, 27.03.-30.03.2012

) Laval virtual, Laval, 28.03.-01.04.2012

) EyEvis on–siTE

eyevis Match Sponsorship:  
FC Burnley vs Ipswich Town 4:0;  
November, 29th 2011


